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Abstract

Mobile edge caching has emerged as a new paradigm to provide computing, networking resources, and storage

for a variety of mobile applications. That helps achieve low latency, high reliability, and improve efficiency in

handling a very large number of smart devices and emerging services (e.g., IoT, industry automation, virtual reality)

in mobile 5G networks. Nonetheless, the development of mobile edge caching is challenged by the decentralized

nature of edge nodes, their small coverage, limited computing, and storage resources. In this article, we first

give an overview of mobile edge caching in 5G networks. After that, its key challenges and current approaches

are discussed. We then propose a novel caching framework. Our framework allows an edge node to authorize the

legitimate users and dynamically predict and update their content demands using the matrix factorization technique.

Based on the prediction, the edge node can adopt advanced optimization methods to determine optimal contents to

store so as to maximize its revenue and minimize the average delay of its mobile users. Through numerical results,

we demonstrate that our proposed framework provides not only an effective caching approach, but also an efficient

economic solution for the mobile service provider.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile Edge Caching (MEC) is an emerging architecture concept that provides storage and computing

capabilities at the “edge” of 5G networks. The basic idea of the MEC network is to “move” the edge servers

closer to the mobile users, thereby reducing the service delay/latency for customers while mitigating the

network congestion. With over 5 million cell towers currently on earth, it is anticipated that MEC can

save mobile network operators up to 35% on backhaul usage, and the latency in mobile services can

be reduced by 50% [1]. However, the development of MEC networks faces many challenges especially

in managing cache resources. Due to special characteristics of the MEC network, e.g., small coverage

and limited computing and storage resources, conventional cache management approaches may become

ineffective. For example, typical cache management schemes rely on global network information about

content demand, which is rarely available in the distributed environment of the MEC network. Thus, there

is an urgent need for innovative methods to deal with this problem.

In this article, we first present an overview of MEC in 5G networks including system architecture,

benefits, intrinsic features, and challenges. We then discuss smart caching approaches in the literature for

MEC networks. After that we introduce a dynamic caching framework which allows an MEC node

to authenticate the legitimate mobile users and predict its mobile users’ content demands by using

an advanced machine learning approach, called, non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). The NMF

technique allows to predict the demand of users with a high accuracy through using the users’ access

history. This technique has a wide range of applications in practice, especially for recommendation systems

such as Youtube and Netflix. Based on this prediction, a mixed integer linear programming algorithm is

proposed to find an optimal caching policy which minimizes the average delay for the mobile users

under a limited cache storage capacity of the MEC node. Alternatively, based on the predicted users’

content demand and the achieved optimal caching policy, we deliver the optimal business strategy for the

mobile service provider to maximize its revenue. Through numerical results, we show that our proposed

framework is an effective and reliable solution for future MEC networks.

The rest of paper is as follows. In Section II, we give an overview of MEC in 5G mobile networks. The

existing caching strategies used in MEC and their limitations are discussed in Section III. After that, our

proposed optimal caching approaches are presented in Section IV. Finally, we highlight the challenges

for the development of MEC networks, and conclude the paper in Section V.
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II. OVERVIEW OF MOBILE EDGE CACHING IN 5G NETWORKS

A. Fundamental Background and Benefits of Mobile Edge Caching

According to the Cisco’s latest forecast [3], a massive number of connected devices as well as demands

for mobile video, and emerging services (in IoT, industry automation) of 5G networks will drive mobile

data traffic to increase as much as 800% in the next five years. To cope with this challenge, mobile edge

caching (MEC) has been introduced as one of the most effective solutions in future 5G mobile Internet.

MEC aims to distribute popular contents closer to mobile users by deploying servers at the “edge” of the

5G mobile networks. As such, MEC is expected to provide the following benefits to mobile users, mobile

network operators, and proximity service providers.

• Benefits to mobile users: Firstly, MEC servers provide a high-speed and reliable data transfer for

mobile users through WiFi connections and Gigabit Ethernet. Secondly, caching popular contents at

the edge can reduce service delay and bring better user experiences. Thirdly, with local high-speed

connections, energy consumption on mobile devices can be significantly reduced.

• Benefits to mobile network operators: The deployment of MEC networks can reduce operation costs

for mobile network operators up to 67% by reducing the total throughput and peak backhaul bandwidth

consumption [4]. Alternatively, the MEC networks allow the mobile network operators to deploy MEC

nodes flexibly, depending on demands of the mobile users in distinct areas at different times.

• Benefits to proximity service providers: The architecture of MEC networks can bring a great advantage

for proximity services. This is thanks to the edge servers that are now placed closer to the end-users

and device-to-device communication technology can be exploited. For example, fast charging services

can be deployed at MEC nodes to wirelessly charge mobile devices.

B. Architecture of a Mobile Edge Caching Network

Fig. 1 illustrates a general architecture of an MEC network. An MEC node is composed of four

main components, i.e., a wireless interface, an edge server, an edge storage, and an Internet backhaul

connection. The access point usually uses WiFi connections to provide low energy consumption and a

high-speed wireless connection to the mobile users. The edge storage is used to store popular contents

according to users’ demands which can be location-dependent. The edge server is used to handle users’

requests, implement the optimal caching strategy, and perform pre-processing tasks for some specific

contents, e.g., video transcoding and mobile social data analytics. Alternatively, the Internet connection

is used to provide a high-speed connection to the public content servers and other MEC nodes.
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Callout: Figure 1 A general architecture of a mobile edge caching network.

In an MEC network, MEC nodes are often deployed at locations with high network traffic demands

to meet the users’ requirements and offload for the backbone mobile network. When receiving a request

to download and process a content from a mobile user, the MEC node first authenticates the user’s

information. Then, if the required content is stored in the edge storage, it will be transferred to the mobile

user immediately. Otherwise, the MEC node will download the required content from the content server,

and transfer the content to the user. The requesting users’ identification and their downloaded contents

may be stored at the MEC node to help the MEC node predict the demands of the mobile users in a

certain location and make the optimal caching policy.

C. Development of Mobile Edge Caching Networks Worldwide and Commercial Products

For the benefits of MEC, many telecom companies worldwide have been developing their own MEC

networks to reduce operational costs and improve the quality of service (QoS) for their customers. In

particular, in the USA, AT&T has introduced a Content Delivery Network Service (CDNS) through

deploying edge servers near to the customers, thereby reducing waiting time to access popular web

pages. Verizon has selected Akamai, the world leader in CDNS, as a partner to provide CDNS to its

customers. In Europe, Deutsche Telekom launched a New Edge Optimizer Service (EOS) fully optimized

Webpages in 2014. This is the first implementation that executes PageSpeed logic directly on the edge

server. Alternatively, many other telecom companies worldwide such as Vodacom Tanzania in Africa,

China Telecom in Asia, and Optus in Australia, have developed their own MEC networks, making the

MEC service market more active than ever.

Together with the development of the MEC networks worldwide, commercial MEC products including

edge servers, platform, and software have received paramount attention recently. Specifically, Nuxeo has

introduced a new MEC system, namely Nuxeo Edge Cache, to reduce the enterprise content download

time up to 95% and bandwidth consumption up to 90% while keeping the digital assets safe at all times

even when cached. Amazon has recently introduced Amazon Web Services (AWS) Snowball Edge, a

100TB data transfer device with on-board storage and computing capabilities. In addition, there are many

other companies developing MEC products such as Edge Gateway 3000 Series by Dell, Edge Computing

IoT Gateways AR500 series by Huawei, Edge Cloud Platform for mobile operators by Qwilt. Clearly,

MEC has a promising market since it will be an indispensable part for the future 5G mobile Internet.
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D. Key Features and Challenges of Edge Caching in mobile 5G Internet

In addition to common challenges of wireless caching networks, e.g., content popularity, dynamic

demand, and prefetch, MEC networks possess some special features which may have significant influence

to caching policies.

1) Small coverage: WiFi connections used at the MEC nodes have limited operation ranges, e.g.,

30 meters for IEEE 802.11g. Hence, MEC nodes are often deployed at specific areas to serve hotspot

demands of users. For example, an MEC node can be deployed at an enterprise to cache frequently used

applications and software for its staff. An MEC node can be placed at a residential area to provide popular

entertainment programmes for its residents. As a result, the optimal caching policy of an MEC node must

account for the location-based demand of the mobile users.

2) Content diversity, pre-processing, and heterogeneous connections: Due to the composite architecture

of MEC networks, edge caching policies in mobile 5G Internet are complicated due to great content

diversity, long pre-processing time, and bandwidth allocation. For example, an MEC node must know

the demand of users in its serving area, sizes of contents, pre-processing time, bandwidth allocated to

the users, and Internet connection to the content server to find the optimal caching contents. Therefore,

solutions for this problem need to be further investigated.

3) Limited computing and storage resources: To reduce the implementation and service costs, MEC

nodes are usually equipped with much smaller computing and storage resources than those of the content

servers. For example, a standard Redis caching package offered by Microsoft Azure costs approximately

$41 and $103 monthly for 250MB and 1GB, respectively. Therefore, the MEC node needs to incorporate

both its capacity and the users’ demand to maximize its profit. Furthermore, due to a large number of

users and a large amount of available contents in practice but a limited computing resource at the edge,

effective optimization approaches need to be developed.

4) User privacy and security concern: Due to the pervasive deployment of MEC nodes, authentication

and confidentiality are key concerns of MEC networks and mobile users. In particular, when there is

a content request from a mobile user, the MEC node needs to verify whether the user is allowed to

use the service or not. Furthermore, the mobile users always do not want to share their access histories

which may reveal their private information. However, this information is essential for proactive caching

solutions. As a result, security approaches need to be considered to resolve these problems. Alternatively,

unlike the content server, MEC nodes have limited computing resources, and thus conventional privacy-

preservation techniques, e.g., K-anonymity, L-diversity, and T-closeness, may not be effective. Moreover,
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MEC infrastructure providers and mobile service operators can be separate entities, which makes privacy-

preservation issue for the mobile users more complicated. Unfortunately, currently there is no security

solution proposed for MEC, which can guarantee its success [6].

III. SMART CACHING APPROACHES IN MOBILE EDGE CACHING SYSTEMS

Due to the aforementioned special characteristics and requirements of MEC networks, smart caching

approaches were proposed to address these challenges.

A. Location-Based Caching Policies

In [5], the authors investigated the performance of an edge caching network for mobile video delivery

using measurement studies and trace-driven experiments. In particular, the authors used a real-world dataset

containing 50 million trace items of nearly 2 million users viewing more than 0.3 million unique videos

on mobile devices in a metropolis in China. From this dataset, it is observed that the top 0.3% videos

have relatively different popularity ranks at different locations. This implies that global popularity cannot

be directly used to infer the local popularity of mobile video contents. Thus, the authors adopted an

entropy analysis approach to analyze the video request entropy and the location request entropy. Then, it

was concluded that the least frequently used method is better for locations with smaller location entropy,

while the least recently used method is better for locations with larger location entropy. Then, based on

the measurement insights, a caching strategy was also proposed. Trace-driven experiments then verified

the effectiveness of the proposed solution. However, the security and video streaming pre-processing at

the edge were not taken into considerations.

B. Delay Tolerance Caching Policies

The main aim of deploying MEC nodes is to improve the QoS for mobile users by reducing the delay

of mobile users’ requests. The delay of a content request is composed of two major components, i.e.,

time to pre-process the content and time to download the content. First, the pre-processing time depends

on the type of data. Many recent advanced mobile applications require complicated computations before

the applications can be executed, e.g., image processing, video transcoding, and game rendering. The

pre-processing time at the edge can thus be long due to its limited computing resource. Additionally,

the downloading time depends on the content size and the allocated bandwidth between the mobile user

and the MEC node. Therefore, to minimize the delay for a request, both components must be taken into

account. In [6], the authors introduced a joint caching and pre-processing solution which trade-offs edge
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caching storage and computing resources with backhaul bandwidth consumption. In this approach, popular

videos are distributed to the edge nodes until their cache storage are full. Then, when a user requests

a video with a different version in the cache, the transcoding task will be assigned to a free edge node

or the public content server. However, this approach does not consider the location-based popularity of

contents as well as the security issue for mobile users.

C. Dynamic Pricing Caching Model

In [7], the authors introduced a dynamic pricing caching model for layered video contents in a mobile

social network. In this model, instead of storing entire videos, some layers/descriptions of the videos can

be cached at the MEC nodes. When a mobile user requests for a certain video, the cached layers can be

immediately sent to the user from the corresponding MEC node, while the rest of video layers will be

fetched from the original video server afterward. To find optimal caching layers at the MEC node given

its caching capacity and offered price, the authors modeled the interaction between the MEC node and

the mobile users as a Stackelberg game, while the competition among the mobile users was formulated

as a non-cooperative game. The results showed that the proposed solution can achieve a higher hit ratio

and a lower delay than those of uniform and random cache allocation schemes. However, this approach

is limited to video streaming applications since videos can be layered and transmitted sequentially, and

thus it is applicable to general contents.

D. Proactive Caching

The aim of proactive caching is to predict the users’ demands and their content popularity, thereby

making an optimal caching decision. Thus, the proactive caching solutions maximize the cache hit rate,

thereby improving the QoS for mobile users and minimizing service costs for mobile network providers.

In [8], the authors introduced a centralized network architecture in which a big data platform is deployed

at the core to track and predict content demands of all users in the MEC network. In this approach, all

users’ information collected from the MEC nodes will be sent to the platform to analyze and extract useful

knowledge. Nevertheless, this is a centralized architecture which has many limitations such as scalability

and reliability. In [9], a decentralized and scalable proactive caching approach was proposed. Specifically,

through analyzing YouTube requests observed at the MEC node over a 20-month period, the authors

calculated statistics for the number of requests per videos and derived the distribution of the total number

of times that a video will be requested. Although the proposed solution can address the ephemeral content

popularity problem through a discrete power-law distribution function, its performance mainly relies on
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the accuracy of this function. Nevertheless, this function is not guaranteed to have the same accuracy for

all datasets with different mobile users’ behaviors in different places.

IV. DYNAMIC MOBILE EDGE CACHING APPROACH

In this section, we introduce a framework which addresses the aforementioned problems. Specifically,

we propose a novel security method which can be deployed effectively at an MEC node to authenticate

the legitimate users without a need of a centralized node and/or a security third-party. Alternatively, this

method also allows the MEC node to use the users’ content access history without revealing their private

information. Then, a proactive caching approach based on matrix factorization technique is adopted to

help the MEC node dynamically update and predict the users’ content demands. Based on this prediction,

a mixed integer linear programming algorithm is proposed to find an optimal caching policy which

minimizes the average delay for the mobile users. Furthermore, we deliver the optimal business strategy

for the mobile service provider to maximize its revenue. In Table I, we summarize and compare features

of our proposed framework and other related works in the literature.

Callout: Table I Comparisons.

A. The Proposed Dynamic Mobile Edge Caching System

Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed smart edge caching framework with four main features.

Callout: Figure 2 An illustration of the proposed smart caching system.

1) Verification: In this paper, we adopt the public key cryptography which has been implemented suc-

cessfully in blockchain networks [10], e.g., Bitcoin, ColoredCoins, and Bitcoincash, for mobile users’s re-

quest authentication process to overcome limitations of conventional authentication methods, e.g., through

SMS or emails. In particular, in our proposed authentication method, when a mobile user subscribes to the

edge caching service provided by the mobile network operator, the operator will allocate a digital wallet

to the user. This wallet is actually a mobile software used to generate a pair of public and private keys for

the user. The private key of the user is kept secretly and only the user knows it, while the public key of

the user can be sent to edge nodes for verification. Then, when the mobile user sends his access request

with his public key to an edge node. The edge node can verify his public key, generate a smart contract

including its public key, and send the contract back to the user. The mobile user then verifies the edge’s
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public key, signs the contract using his signature generated by his private key, and sends the contract

to the edge node, the edge node verifies the contract and transmits the requested content to the user if

the contract is authenticated. With the proposed verification method, mobile users can be authenticated

without revealing their private information, so we can reduce the risk of exposure and spoofing by access

points. Furthermore, this method can be performed in a decentralized way without a need of a centralized

node and/or a security third-party as the method used by Nuxeo Edge Cache and Microsoft Azure Redis

Cache. Thus, this method can be implemented effectively in mobile edge caching networks where edge

nodes are deployed in a decentralized way, and they may not belong to the mobile network operator.

2) Dynamic demand prediction: After the request is verified, it will be stored in the request log file.

This file contains a table with two parameters, i.e., users’ public keys and contents. Each cell in this table

represents the number of accesses of a user to a content. If the user has never accessed a content before,

the corresponding cell is empty. This table is especially important in dealing with big data and dynamic

demand problems of the mobile users. In particular, when a new user joins the network or a new content

is made available, we just need to add one more column or row, respectively, to the table. Furthermore,

we apply the one-year storage rule for the request log file. It was pointed out that users’ demands and

the popularity of contents are very dynamic and change over time [11]. Thus, if a user does not access

any content in a sufficient long period, e.g., 6 months, this user information will be removed from the

table. Similarly, if any content has not been accessed by any user in the table in a sufficient long period,

e.g., 6 months, the information of this content will be removed from the table. This policy is not only to

address the dynamic demand of users and the popularity of contents, but also to deal with the big data

problem when the number of records quickly grows over the time.

After the information of users and contents is collected in the request log file, the MEC node needs to

predict the real demand of users over contents in the future to make appropriate caching strategies. In this

paper, we adopt non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [2], an advanced machine learning technique

for the demand prediction. There are many advantages of using NMF compared with Singular Value

Decomposition (SVD) which was used in [8] for proactive caching. First, the request log file contains

information about the number of accesses to the contents of the users, and the numbers are non-negative

numbers which perfectly fit with the NFM technique. Second, the standard SVD assumes all empty entries

are zeros. This leads to a poor prediction accuracy, especially when a dataset is extremely sparse. Third,

unlike the SVD, the NMF provides an intuitive interpretation (as illustrated in Fig. 2) which allows to

analyze and predict the demands of users and the popularity of contents correctly.
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Consider a data matrix A of M rows and N columns with all elements greater than or equal to zeros. Its

NMF seeks matrices P and Q of size M rows and K columns, and K rows and N columns, respectively,

such that PQ = C ≈ A, and every element of matrices P and Q is either zero or positive. Here, each

row of P would represent the strength of the associations between a user and its contents. Similarly, each

row of Q would represent the strength of the associations between a content and its users [2]. To find P

and Q, the NMF uses an iterative procedure to modify the initial values of P and Q so that their product

approaches A. At each iteration the gradient descent technique is used to minimize the approximation

error defined by the Frobenius norm ||A − PQ||2F. This procedure terminates when the approximation

error converges or the specified number of iterations is reached. After that, we can derive the factorized

matrix C from P and Q.

It is worth noting that for a MovieLens 1M Dataset [12] with 1 million ratings from 6,000 users

on 4,000 movies, when implementing and executing the NMF algorithm on our machine equipped with

Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1650 @3.2 GHz 16GB RAM, it takes around 137 seconds. Thus, the algorithm

can be run offline at the MEC node, and it can be performed frequently to update the demand prediction

of the users.

3) Optimal caching policy: After obtaining the prediction access-demand matrix by the NMF technique,

we need to find an optimal caching policy for the MEC node. In particular, we denote C as the factorized

matrix with N rows and M columns corresponding to N contents and M users. Different contents may

have dissimilar data sizes denoted by s = {s1, . . . , sN}, and they may require disparate pre-processing

time before the users can download them. For example, mobile devices are usually equipped with small

screens with different aspect ratios (e.g., 4:3, 3:2, and 16:10), and thus videos and images should be

pre-processed to fit with users’ devices before the users download them. Due to the hardware limitation at

the edge node, the pre-processing time at the edge for a content may be different from that of the public

content servers. Hence, we denote te = {te1, . . . , teN} and tc = {tc1, . . . , tcN} as the pre-processing time for

the contents at the edge node and at the content server, respectively.

If we denote bm as the bandwidth allocated to user m by the edge node, and I as the bandwidth from

the edge node to the public cloud, then the delay when a user m requests to download a content n from

the edge node is
(

sn
bm

+ ten

)
and from the public cloud is

(
sn
bm

+ sn
I
+ tcn

)
. If we denote S as the storage
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capacity of the edge node, the caching optimization problem can be formulated as follows:

min
X

f(X) =
N∑

n=1

M∑
m=1

(
cnm

( sn
bm

+ xnt
e
n

)
+ cnm

(
1− xn

)(sn
I

+ tcn

))

s.t.
N∑

n=1

xnsn ≤ S,

and xn ∈ {0, 1}, ∀n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N},

(1)

where X = [x1, . . . , xN ]
> is the decision variables and cnm is the element of matrix C at row n and

column m. In (1), we aim to minimize the total delay for all users at this edge node. The first and second

terms of the objective function represent the total delay of contents downloaded from the edge node and

the content server, respectively. The first constraint in (1) is to guarantee that the total size of all cached

contents does not exceed the storage capacity of the edge. The second constraint is to express that the

decision variables are binary variable in which values 1 and 0 correspond to decisions “cache” and “do

not cache”, respectively. Since X are binary variables, we adopt the Mixed-Integer Linear Programming

(MILP) algorithm to find the caching policy for the edge node.

4) Business strategy of the mobile network operator: To minimize the implementation and deployment

costs, the mobile network operator often finds a partner in content delivery, e.g., Akamai and Microsoft

Azure, to deploy the MEC network. However, deploying the MEC network is not free. In practice, MEC

infrastructure providers offer MEC packages with different prices for various caching capacities [13]. We

denote P = {P1, . . . , Pk, . . . , PK} as the set of MEC packages offered to the mobile network operator.

Each package Pk has a caching storage capacity Sk with a corresponding renting cost Ck in a fixed time

period. Given a caching storage capacity Sk, the mobile network operator can find the optimal caching

policy which minimizes the average delay for the mobile users by solving (1). Clearly, the larger the

caching capacity is, the lower the average delay is. However, the renting cost is higher. Therefore, the

mobile network operator has to determine which MEC package should be purchased such that its profit

is maximized.

If we denote pk as the price which the mobile network operator offers to the mobile users to download a

unit of data (e.g., $0.01 per 1MB) with average delay dk (e.g., 0.1 second per 1MB), we can determine the

average revenue at this edge by pk×U , where U is the average usage demand in this location over the time

period. The value of U can be determined straightly from the factorized matrix by U =
∑N

n=1

∑M
m=1 cnmsn.

Note that pk is a function of caching storage capacity which can be determined by pk = p† + δ(d† − d∗k).

Here, p† and d† are base price and delay without caching, respectively. δ > 0 is the conversion parameter

and d∗k is the optimal average delay obtained by (1). The higher the caching storage is, the lower the
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average delay is, and thus the higher the offered price is. Then, the average revenue over the time period

is R(Pk) = pk×U −Ck. Given a service package Pk, we can find the corresponding renting cost Ck and

offered price pk. Thus, for the MEC node with the average demand U , we can find the optimal service

package P ∗ to maximize the average revenue for the mobile network provider. Note that considering the

impact of service prices offered by the mobile network operator to the mobile users’ decisions, contract

theory and/or matching theory can be adopted to address this problem. For example, we can adopt the

monopolist-dominated quality-price contract strategy proposed in [14] for the mobile network provider to

offer a set of quality-price combinations to the mobile customers.

B. Numerical Results

To simplify the presentation of the numerical analysis, we use the following setting. The number of con-

tents is 10 with different data size {70, 50, 5, 10, 40, 75, 20, 85, 47, 30}, e.g., Megabytes (MB), correspond-

ing to different access frequency, i.e., the number of times requested, {38, 32, 41, 42, 39, 28, 37, 40, 22, 12}.

This access frequency is derived from the matrix C after the normalization process using the NMF

technique. The bandwidth allocated to each mobile user is 5Mbps and the bandwidth between the edge

node and the public cloud is 500Mbps. The storage capacity is varied to evaluate the caching policy as

well as the business strategy of the caching service provider. To evaluate the performance of the proposed

solution, we compare with two other schemes, i.e., most frequently used (MFU) and without caching

policies. For the MFU policy, contents with the highest access frequency will be stored in the edge

storage.

We first vary the storage capacity of the edge node to evaluate the average delay of mobile users. In

Fig. 3, we consider two cases, i.e., without and with pre-processing time, corresponding to Fig. 3(a) and

Fig. 3(b), respectively. The pre-processing time for the contents is set at {1.5, 0, 0, 0, 0.5, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0} on

the edge node and at {0.5, 0, 0, 0, 0.1, 0, 0, 0.5, 0, 0} on the content server. In Fig. 3(a), as the storage

capacity increases, the average delay reduces gradually. Here, the average delay obtained by the proposed

solution is always lower than that of the MFU policy. When the caching capacity is over 450MB, all the

contents can be cached at the edge, and thus the average delays of the optimal policy and the MFU policy

are the same. When we consider the pre-processing time, the delay obtained by the proposed solution is

much lower than that of the MFU policy as shown in Fig. 3(b). The delay of the MFU policy is even

higher than that in the case without caching. The reason is that the MFU does not consider the delay

caused by pre-processing time of the contents. This is to show the importance of jointly considering the

delays caused by pre-processing, content sizes, and access frequency.
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Callout: Figure 3 The average delay of the mobile users when the storage capacity is varied (a)

without considering the pre-processing time and (b) with pre-processing time.

We then study the business strategy of the mobile service provider given the demand of users at the

MEC node, the offered mobile service price, and the caching price. We set the base price (i.e., price

without caching) for the mobile users at 0.01 monetary unit (MU) per 1MB. The conversion parameter is

set at 0.05. The caching prices are set at 30MUs for the first 50MB and 7.5MUs for the next 50MB. As

shown in Fig. 4(a), given the demand of users at this location and the caching prices, the mobile service

provider will choose to rent 400MB to maximize its revenue. However, if the demand of users at this

location reduces by 30%, the service provider will rent only 350MB as shown in Fig. 4(b). Again, the

average revenue obtained by the optimal policy always achieves the best performance compared with the

MFU and without caching policies.

Callout: Figure 4 The average revenue when the storage capacity is varied (a) with 100% demand

and (b) with 70% demand of the mobile users at this location.

C. Challenges and Open Research Issues

1) Mobile edge caching network deployment: A fundamental question for a mobile network operator

when implementing an MEC network is how to efficiently deploy MEC nodes. With more MEC nodes

being deployed, the delay experienced by the mobile users decreases, but the implementation cost increases.

Thus, the mobile network operator needs to tradeoff between the delay requirement and the implementation

cost to maximize its revenue. Alternatively, the mobile network operator needs to analyze its mobile users’

content demands at different locations to determine where MEC nodes should be deployed to mitigate

the mobile backhaul network.

2) Collaborative caching in mobile edge caching network: In this article, we consider the scenario

when the MEC node is connected to the content server and downloads contents from the server when the

requested contents are not stored locally. However, when an MEC network is deployed, an MEC node

can download contents from other MEC nodes as well. Thus the MEC node has to decide whether the

requested contents should be cached or not, and if the requested contents are not cached, where they can be

downloaded from. However, the challenge is that cached contents at the MEC nodes and the connections

from an MEC node to other MEC nodes can be changed over time. Therefore, how to design a dynamic
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protocol which allows an MEC node to update information from other nodes in the network and make

an optimal caching scheme accordingly in a decentralized manner remains an open question.

3) Payment management in mobile edge caching network: When a mobile user downloads a content

from an MEC node, the mobile user has to pay for its content request. The payment information will be

then sent to the mobile network operator to charge the mobile user. However, due to the decentralized

architecture of MEC networks, managing payments in a centralized manner as current conventional

methods, i.e., all payments will be sent to the mobile network provider for further processing, may

not be efficient. Recently, the blockchain technology [15] has been introduced as an effective way to

manage data for decentralized systems. With blockchain, when a mobile user performs a transaction, i.e.,

a payment, this transaction will be verified by other MEC nodes in the network parallelly and transparently

through mining processes. In this way, we can prevent data manipulation and fraud of transactions, and

the network does not need a central authority. However, how to identify miners and how to encourage

MEC nodes to perform mining processes in MEC networks are still an open question.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we provided an overview of recent development of mobile edge caching and identified

its challenges and open research problems. We then introduced a dynamic edge caching framework for

mobile 5G networks, leveraging the blockchain transactions and non-negative matrix factorization. This

framework allows the MEC node to authenticate the legitimate users and use the users’ access history to

predict the content demand without disclosing the users’ private information. To predict the demand of

users and find the optimal caching policy for the MEC node, non-negative matrix factorization and mixed

integer linear programming have been adopted. The optimal caching policy jointly considers content sizes,

access frequency, bandwidth allocation, and pre-processing time of contents. Furthermore, we have studied

the business strategy for the mobile network operator to maximize its revenue given the optimal caching

policy, the demand of the mobile users, and the service prices. The numerical results then have clearly

shown the efficiency of the proposed solution.
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Fig. 3. The average delay of the mobile users when the storage capacity is varied (a) without considering the pre-processing time and (b)

with pre-processing time.
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Fig. 4. The average revenue when the storage capacity is varied (a) with 100% demand and (b) with 70% demand of the mobile users at

this location.
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TABLE I

COMPARISONS

Features [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The proposed framework

Location-based caching X X X X X

Proactive caching X X X X

Pre-processing time X X

Dynamic pricing X X

Authentication & Confidentiality X
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